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To fuel Egyptians’ love for shisha pipes and bar-
beques, Said Mahrous and his men toil in an
open-air furnace, inhaling thick plumes of smoke

day in, day out. Covered in soot and sweat, their faces
blackened, they labor in a village near Cairo over burn-
ing mounds of charcoal, without gloves, facemasks or
health insurance. Health and environmental concerns
fall by the wayside when lumps of charcoal must be
bagged at the end of the day and transported across
the country.

“The smoke doesn’t really affect me - I’ve gotten used
to it working here for over 35 years,” says Mahrous. “I’m
an old fahham from way back,” adds the 48-year-old,
using the local term for a coal worker. “My father

plucked me out of school, and I have continued the tra-
dition because he was one too.” The site in Inshas, in the
fertile Nile River delta north of the Egyptian capital,
employs dozens of men working for about 2,000 pounds
($125) a month.

The workers take tree trunks sourced from nearby
towns, clear them of branches and stack them according
to their girth. They then throw them on 40-square-metre
(430-square-feet) patches of field that become smolder-
ing furnaces. The trunks must be dried out first, a task that
takes about a year, says Mahrous. “Then we build the fur-
nace, add rice straw and start the fire, which burns for
about 10 to 15 days.”

Dirt and rice stalks trap the heat and stop the fire from

spreading. Mahrous explains that different trees produce
specific types of charcoal. Wood from mango and orange
trees is charred for smoking shisha, while the charcoal
from casuarina, camphor and olive trees is used for bar-
beques. The mounds are then hosed down with water to
cool them, but the tinders still smolder underneath as
smoke rises up into the air.

Using shovels, the workers dig down and break up the
charcoal, sifting and then bagging it. About two tons of
wood produce one ton of charcoal. Mahrous admits the
work is taking a toll, telling AFP that “the heavy lifting of
tree trunks sometimes hurts my back”. “For my kids, I
hope they can get well paid jobs,” he says. “But if they
can’t find any, then they will work with me.” — AFP 

Smoke, soot and sweat: Egypt’s charcoal workers 

Draft US law seeks to 
make plastic industry 
responsible for waste 

Carry your own cup to the coffee shop. Recycle that
soda bottle. Say no to straws. The growing global
crisis of plastics waste is often framed as a prob-

lem stemming from careless consumers, but a new bill
introduced in the US Congress Tuesday seeks to shift the
responsibility back to industry. The proposed “Break
Free From Plastic Pollution Act,” introduced by
Democratic lawmakers, would be the most ambitious
regulation the US plastics industry has ever seen. It
would require producers to collect and recycle their own
waste, create a nationwide drink container refund
scheme and phase out certain single-use plastic items.

Permitting of new plastic production would be paused
for up to three years under the proposal. But it has little
chance of passage in the Senate where a Republican
majority opposes curbs on an industry that generates
about $400 billion in sales and maintains almost a million
manufacturing jobs. Still, observers say it signals the
growing sway of environmental groups on mainstream
politics. “The plastics industry has convinced everybody
if you put your (recycling) bin out on the corner, you’ve
done everything you can do,” Democratic Senator Tom
Udall of New Mexico, one of its co-sponsors, told AFP.
“We needed the industry to change the whole model.” 

For decades, the industry has sponsored initiatives to
encourage consumers to leave their plastics out for recy-

cling in blue bins. Yet the United States recycles only
around eight percent of its plastic waste each year, with
the rest - some 32 million tons - landfilled, incinerated or
shipped overseas to other countries that are poorly
equipped to handle it. That’s representative of the global
history of plastic itself: 90.5 percent of the 6.3 billion
metric tons of plastic waste that has accumulated since
the man-made material was first produced in the 1950s
until 2015 has never been recycled.

Growing climate issue 
The bill would require producers of certain plastic

products to design, manage and finance programs that
collect and process product waste - normally the
purview of state and local governments. Beginning in
2022, they would have to phase out many single-use
items like carryout bags, and polystyrene containers. It
would also create a 10-cent national refund program for
all beverage containers, schemes that have proved highly
successful at the state level.

Alan Lowenthal, a congressman from California and
another co-sponsor, told reporters he was especially
proud the bill would prevent plastic waste being export-
ed to less developed countries where it ends up in land-
fills and waterways, harming human health and endanger-
ing wildlife. But perhaps most ambitiously, it would place
a hold on new plastic production, which the oil and gas
industry sees as its next growth area as demand for fossil
fuel energy tapers down in the coming decades. 

Global plastic production is set to triple by 2050,
accounting for 20 percent of global oil consumption,
according to an estimate by the World Economic Forum.
That makes it a growing climate issue too. A report for
the Center for International Environment Law found that

in 2019, the production and incineration of plastic pumps
more than 850 million metric tons of greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere - equal to the emissions of 189 coal
power plants generating 500 megawatts each.

Pushback 
Mark Spalding, CEO of the Ocean Foundation, told

AFP the bill was the result of a growing public push, with
consumer-led boycotts or local-level bans of items like
straws, plastic bags and polystyrene cups helping to
raise new levels of awareness. He added the bill signified
a relatively new policy approach, known as “extended
producer responsibility” that the European Union has
taken a lead on with its ban on certain single-use plastic
items by 2021. Canada has announced a similar move.

“This bill would finally tackle the plastic crisis at its
source by reducing the amount produced in the first
place, and encouraging a shift to refillable and reusable
alternatives,” added Jacqueline Savitz, chief policy officer
of Oceana, a non-profit ocean conservation organization.
But it was denounced by the Plastics Industry
Association, which lobbies for the industry and has a
political action committee that contributes to lawmakers’
election campaigns - overwhelmingly to Republicans.

“The title of this bill suggests it is more interested in
garnering headlines than it is in finding solutions,” said
the group’s President Tony Radoszewski. “Furthermore,
this legislation’s efforts to shut down plastics manufactur-
ing would hurt the nearly one million hard-working men
and women in our industry and the nation’s economy as a
whole.” Udall told AFP that while his bill was unlikely to
become law soon, it was intended as a model “so that
when we have an administration and a Senate that’s more
receptive, that we can get something done.” — AFP 

New Hampshire result 
clogs up moderate 
lane for Democrats

Bernie Sanders may have established himself as the
standard-bearer for the Democratic Party’s leftist
wing with his strong showing in Iowa and New

Hampshire, but for moderates looking to rally around a
candidate to fend him off, the picture just got even
murkier. Pete Buttigieg, the former mayor of South
Bend, Indiana, seemed well positioned to be the early
favorite of the party’s moderates after his narrow win in
Iowa’s first-in-the-nation caucuses - until a surge by
Minnesota Senator Amy Klobuchar largely split the
moderate vote between them in New Hampshire.

And while former Vice President Joe Biden lagged
badly in both Iowa and New Hampshire, as the only
moderate with substantial backing from African-
American and Latino voters, he has vowed to fight on
until Nevada and South Carolina, both with significant
non-white populations, render their verdicts. The three
are also bracing for the entry of former New York
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, who is skipping the early
contests but has built an unprecedented self-funded
campaign machine to compete in expensive states such
as California and Texas, which vote in March.

The outcomes of the first two nominating contests
suggest that the battle for the Democratic nomination
to beat Republican President Donald Trump in
November could go on for weeks or even months, and
who ends up the champion of the party’s moderates is
shaping up to be key. At the end of Tuesday night’s pri-
mary, the votes amassed by Buttigieg, Klobuchar and
Biden - a combined total of 53 percebt with 91 percent
of precincts reporting - easily outpaced the votes
received by Sanders and his fellow liberal, Senator
Elizabeth Warren, who together won 35 percent in a
possible sign that voters still prefer a centrist candidate
who could appeal to a broader electorate, including
independents and Republicans.

Sanders “is still a ways from taking much of a lead in
delegates,” said David Hopkins, an expert on presiden-
tial politics at Boston College. “If the other candidates
do well enough that no one is forced out of the race, we
sort of move on.” Iowa and New Hampshire award just
65 out of the 3,979 pledged delegates who will help
select a Democratic nominee.

Panic
While Sanders, a senator from neighboring Vermont,

got less than 30 percent of the vote in New Hampshire
on Tuesday - compared to the 60 percent he won in
2016 in a two-way race with Hillary Clinton - there was
no denying that his slim victory gave him the opportu-
nity to build momentum. Much of the Democratic main-
stream worries that the unapologetically liberal Sanders
would lose a match-up with Trump.

“There is some panic that is really starting to settle
in with establishment Democrats with the idea of Bernie
Sanders being at the top of the ticket,” said Joel Payne,
a Democratic strategist who worked for the Clinton
campaign in 2016. “The chatter I hear is higher than
ever on that.” Sanders supporters, like Democratic
Congressman Mark Pocan from Wisconsin, the co-chair
of Congressional Progressive Caucus, believe the party
will rally behind Sanders if he keeps winning and proves
that his message is connecting with voters. “I think
everyone understands that he’s got a message that is
appealing to a lot of people,” said Pocan, who joined
Sanders on the campaign trail in Iowa.

Next phase
The next two nominating states have diverse elec-

torates and could provide a different verdict from Iowa
and New Hampshire where whites account for more
than 90 percent of the population. Sanders, who has
focused on turning out voters of color, young voters
and irregular voters, has a strong chance to win
Nevada, with its large Latino population, while Biden is
still hoping to call upon South Carolina’s African
Americans to resuscitate his campaign.

While a new national poll this week from Quinnipiac
University showed Biden support among black
Democrats sliding from 51 percent to 27 percent, that’s
still ahead of 22 percent for Bloomberg and 19 percent
for Sanders. “Up ‘til now we haven’t heard from the
most committed constituency in the Democratic Party,
the African-American constituency. 99.9 percent. That’s
the percentage of African-American voters who have
not yet had the chance to vote yet in America,” Biden
said in Columbia, South Carolina, on Tuesday night.
“When you hear all these pundits and experts on TV
talk about the race, tell them, it ain’t over, it’s just get-
ting started,” he argued after his disappointing fifth-
place finish in New Hampshire. Both Buttigieg and
Klobuchar face challenges over the African-American
vote. Neither has shown inroads with black voters, with
Buttigieg especially hampered by criticism of his
tenure as mayor of South Bend, largely over his man-
agement of the police department and his economic
development priorities. — Reuters

Egyptian laborers work at a charcoal factory in Egypt’s Sharkia governorate, in the fertile Delta north of the capital Cairo, on Jan 29, 2020. — AFP 

Beyond UN: Conflict 
mediators go where 
others fear to tread 

David Gorman knew early on he wanted to help
resolve conflicts and make peace, but he was wary
of becoming a diplomat tethered to the interests of

a single country. Instead, he entered an expanding sector
of non-governmental organizations and independent
actors serving as peace mediators around the world. “If
you are not attached to a government, you can be impar-
tial, you don’t have to subscribe to a certain policy view,”
said Gorman, regional director for Eurasia at the Geneva-
based Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue (HD).

“You are more independent, and you can be more cre-
ative,” the 50-year-old, one of nearly 60 peace mediators at
HD, told AFP. With the United Nations often restrained by
competing interests and many governments treading cau-
tiously, independent actors are increasingly taking over.
There are cases where you realize that “the UN can’t do this,
states can’t do this, they need something else”, Gorman said.

‘Like a laboratory’ 
As a teenager growing up in an Irish-Catholic family in

the US city of Boston in the 1970s, Gorman was keenly
aware of conflicts in Northern Ireland, as well as in the
Middle East, and the 1979 Iran hostage situation. He said he
realized early on that “grave misunderstandings” could lead
to “unnecessary conflict” and had a “sense it did not have
to be this way”. After training as a mediator in Washington,
he went on his first mission to Israel at just 24. 

He has been globe-trotting from conflict to conflict ever
since and joined the HD Centre in its infancy two decades

ago. The centre has been
involved in mediating around
40 conflicts and while most
of its work is behind the
scenes it has several signifi-
cant public wins. Two years
ago, HD’s small headquarters
in an idyllic park on the
shores of Lake Geneva was
the scene of the official dis-
banding of Basque separatist
group ETA after nearly six
decades of armed struggle.
HD mediators had been qui-
etly working on resolving the

conflict for 15 years before finally acknowledging their role
and declaring success. Gorman said the public triumph
was important to demonstrate “that these types of
processes can work”. And yet, before a process reaches
the final stage, the greatest value HD mediators add is dis-
cretion, he said. 

Mediators unattached to a specific policy agenda or the
UN can host informal discussions between people who
might not be ready to acknowledge publicly they are in
contact. “It can almost be like a kind of laboratory,”
Gorman said. But HD and its peers are considered “weak
mediators” as they have less leverage than someone with
the weight of a state or the UN behind them. They can also
face greater suspicions of being spies. “People wonder
what your motive is here, your agenda for getting involved
in a conflict,” Gorman said.

‘The long haul’ 
HD receives funds from the likes of the European

Union, Norway, Germany and Switzerland, but none from
the United States or other countries that might have an
interest in the conflicts it mediates. “So much of this is
about credibility, and if we lose credibility, we lose that

trust with the parties then our whole edifice comes crash-
ing down,” Gorman said. Since joining HD, he has been
involved in mediating around 20 different conflicts -
including in the Philippines, Myanmar, Libya, Sierra Leone
and Myanmar.

When he begins a project, he is often signing up for years
of following an ever-shifting situation, often in dangerous
settings. Currently, he has a hand in mediation efforts in 10
situations, including the conflict in Ukraine. “We are not in a
diplomatic posting where we do it for four years and then we
are out. We are in it for the long haul,” he said. Carving out
some private space can be difficult in this line of work.
Gorman travels every week but tries to spend weekends with
his wife and three children at their home on Cyprus. For the
children, “conflict is about their problems with their siblings
or their parents, which I don’t get involved in mediating
because I am a party to those,” he said.

‘Handing the baton’ 
Gorman and other independent mediators can spend

years quietly doing the groundwork for peace talks only to
have more official teams steer the process across the finish
line and take the credit. The first project Gorman worked
on with HD was the drawn-out conflict between the
Indonesian government and Aceh separatists. After years
of work, HD stepped back and the Finland-based Crisis
Management Initiative (CMI) secured a final peace agree-
ment in 2004.

CMI’s founder, former Finnish president Martti
Ahtisaari, won the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize in part for his
efforts in Indonesia. Gorman acknowledged it was some-
times frustrating “if you do all the work and someone else
... gets the medal”. But, he said, mediation work is about
“handing the baton”. “It is like a puzzle,” he said, adding
that he sometimes tells himself he may not have crossed
the finish line, “but I did get that key middle piece there
that was critical to the success of the process”. “That
feels good.” — AFP 

David Gorman


